
THE PURCHASING CYCLE

So what exactly is a purchasing cycle? Well it's the steps taken to order and pay for products that a business requires.
The purchasing cycle determines the.

Less time is spent on the grand paper chase and as a result, payments go out the door more quickly. Review,
Approval, and Payment all rely on complete, accurate, and on-time fulfillment of the contract. Evaluation This
is the most exciting part of the purchasing cycle and can take many weeks for a big tender. Invite Tenders This
is always done formally, usually by posting the request in trade magazines and appropriate web sites. With a
large order that will be put out to tender it could be multi staged. Shortages and breakages are reported to the
supplier for the appropriate credits to be supplied. Payment The invoice is reviewed for accuracy against the
purchase order, invoice, and other documentation. January The customer buying cycle defines the stages a
customer goes through while making a purchasing decision. What is the Purchasing Cycle? Related Articles:.
Organizations utilizing eProcurement: Have more visibility and control across the entire procure-to-pay
process Replace manual tasks for automated processes Reduce or eliminate paper-based payments Increase
transaction speed Standardize processes Achieving Procurement Cycle Success Organizations making
investments in eProcurement solutions and fully integrating the shop-to-pay functionality can reap significant
cost reductions, increase cash flow and improve productivity. Most companies have a quirk or two, but in
general the process follows a fairly straightforward series of events: 1. Research Suppliers Repetitive orders
usually have set suppliers, although it does no harm to review the options sometimes. The company may have
ordered the product in the past. Approval And Payment Usually within 30 days, the invoices are received and
paid. Price and Term Negotiations This step is also made infinitely easier if your workflow is built around
procurement software automation. Financial Authority This usually happens at a higher level and includes the
management of the department that requires the goods. Corporate Social Responsibility is a way of ensuring
that the business monitors its compliance with the law and industry standards and how business processes can
be managed to provide a positive impact on society. It is the job of the purchasing department to verify these
and to resolve any difference. This form creates legal obligations hence legal terms are included.


